Significance of World War I in German Memory and Memory Politics

The public debate in Germany about World War I has featured distinctive periods of upsurges and pauses since the end of the war in 1918. In this regard, it is not all that different from what has occurred in the other countries previously engaged in this war, with new images of the world war consistently arising, in each case reflecting changes in the political and social contexts.\(^1\) It is possible here to distinguish four phases, each with its own thought dynamic: the Weimar years; the Third Reich; the years from 1945 to 2000 (during which World War I gradually disappeared from collective consciousness); and finally a phase beginning approximately at the recent turn of the century that represented a “rediscovery,” whose high point for the time being has been marked by the centenary in 2014.

Contestation and Polarization (1918–33)

The Weimar Republic was a child of the war defeat, not just in the sense that it plainly would never have come to be without the German collapse in 1918, but also primarily for the reason that the defeat was so deeply
etched into the political culture of Weimar that the latter appeared to a great extent as a “culture of defeat.” At no point could the Weimar society succeed in leaving the war behind, let alone even develop a marginally integrative narrative for commemorating it. What poisoned the atmosphere long-term was especially the issue of the causes of the defeat as expressed in the rightist camp’s “stab in the back” language repeated ad nauseam and its defaming of the republican politicians as “November criminals.” And against the backdrop of the defeat, there were particularly agonizing questions about the meaning of the war and the loss of two million war dead; these provoked passionate controversies that ran along not only political but also social and confessional lines. Emblematic for this polarization was the reality that it was not even possible to inaugurate a (to some degree) unified day of remembrance with a ceremony and a commemorative discourse that would have broad support among the social classes.

The first and only larger-scale attempt by the Reich government to bring the “German people” together in a commemoration of the world war’s fallen troops (a large memorial service in front of the Reichstag on 3 August 1924), proved to be such a failure that the government made no further attempt to tread upon the minefield of World War I commemorations. In an endeavor to please everyone, the organizing committee had ended up failing on all fronts: the left, for one thing, complained about the date, saying that in the nationalist camp this could be seen as an invitation “to celebrate the start of the war.” Moreover, there was discontent with the concessions that had been made by the organizers to appeal to the moderate sections of the rightist camp: what had been planned as a civilian-dominated ceremony commemorating the German war victims had gradually been turned into a celebration of the fallen soldiers, with the German military, the Reichswehr, playing a much more important role than initially envisioned.

For the nationalist camp, these concessions could, of course, not go far enough. Downright hysterically, they declared that they could not take part in a celebration of “black-red-gold democracy” which they said would be a betrayal of the defeated empire’s black-white-red flag, symbol of the front fighters’ spirit. For the nationalists there was no doubt as to the fact that those who supported this symbolic “betrayal” were in fact the very groups that, “through a sabotaging of the German will to fight[,] . . . [had] destroyed Germany and had disgraced the remembrance of the fallen.” In the end, the various negative responses to the ceremony ruined all hopes of uniting the German society behind the fallen soldiers. The moment encapsulating all these tensions was the scheduled minute of silence that failed lamentably: after communist sympathizers had started to sing
“The Internationale,” patriotically inclined participants responded not with something like the German national anthem but rather tellingly with “Die Wacht am Rhein,” the unofficial hymn of the empire.

In view of these rifts and tensions, it was no surprise that the middle-right national government preferred to turn over the organization of a large memorial ceremony inside the Reichstag building to a private association, the Volksbund für Kriegsgräberfürsorge (VDK), the following year, and it did this rather than have a government-organized ceremony. As a result, the “People’s Day of Mourning” (Volkstrauertag) that the VDK organized in the spring of the years 1925–32, came to have an almost official character. The huge media response to it, as well as the fact that, parallel to the central VDK celebration, numerous regional and local festivities took place, all speak to its success. Yet this did not change the fact that this was ultimately a private initiative that was in no way non-controversial. To the extent to which the VDK—which originally had been brought into existence for the care and maintenance of the graves of German soldiers both within Germany and abroad—pursued, particularly in the second half of the 1920s, an overtly nationalist conservative agenda, the opposition toward the People’s Day of Mourning grew, especially in those German states led by the SPD and above all Prussia. So, at no point in time could the memorial day fulfill its aspiration of bringing all elements of the population together in a “dignified commemoration of the fallen heroes.”

The “Honor of the Front” as a New Raison D’Etat (1933–45)

With the National Socialist seizure of power and the establishment of its rule, the context in Germany in which the politics of remembrance were played out changed radically: the government of the “simple corporal” placed massive emphasis on the politics of public ceremony to express the “restoration of the honor of the German combat soldier.” Launching the “Memorial Day for the Heroes” (Heldengedenktag) in February 1934 satisfied an old demand of the nationalist camp and especially of the VDK, whose People’s Day of Mourning by and large served now as a model for it. In order to visibly honor the “front fighters,” in May 1934 a special mark of distinction was created, the “Cross of Honor,” intended for front fighters, war participants, and their surviving dependents. It enjoyed tremendous success. And with the upgrading of the Tannenberg Memorial (built between 1924 and 1927) that became the Reich’s war memorial (Reichsehrenmal), Germany finally had from 2 October 1935 onward a central memorial site that the veterans’ organizations had so sorely desired. Generally speaking, it is not overstating the emphasis put
on the recognition of those who fell in the war and the gratitude that the people owed to them to say they were virtually omnipresent themes in the first years of the Third Reich. Whether in the numerous speeches by the NS leadership or in the context of special rallies (such as, for instance, the numerous war victim commemorations, with some being truly mass marches that had up to two hundred thousand participants\textsuperscript{12}), the message was clear: if the republic had not been able for fourteen years to appropriately commemorate the heroic deeds of “the front,” there was now finally a government that understood itself to be the bearer of the “spirit of the front” and to whose raison d’être now belonged the honoring of the German soldier of the world war, who was thought to have accomplished “the greatest feat that the [German] people have ever carried out in their history.”\textsuperscript{13} Such an instrumentalization of World War I, first of all, offered a form of reintegration to especially the war veterans. Secondly, such a kowtowing to the generation of the frontline fighters was a message addressed to the activist parts of the NS revolution in the SA and HJ, who were in their overwhelming majority too young to have seen action during World War I: do not push too far with your sense of mission as national revolutionaries.\textsuperscript{14} Thirdly, by propagandizing a set of heroic images of frontline fighters along the lines of what Ernst Jünger, Franz Schauwecker, Hans Zöberlein, and Werner Beumelburg had written about in their war novels, the regime hoped to support the mental mobilization of the population, primarily of those age groups that were soon to be soldiers of the Wehrmacht.\textsuperscript{15} Pacifist discourses and representations, which had been so present throughout the whole of the Weimar period, were correspondingly suppressed with full force after 1933. Writers who had made a reputation for themselves in the Weimar years as authors of pacifistic war literature were the first to suffer: on 10 May 1933, in the context of the “campaign against an un-German spirit,” their books were thrown to the flames as “literature which drags the experience of the front-line soldiers down into the dirt.”\textsuperscript{16}

A World War Is Forgotten (1945–2000)

The experiences of World War II led to a fading away of the memory of the years 1914–18, and after 1945 the memory of World War I further continued diminishing in importance. This was not just due to the fact that World War II was a more recent and incomparably greater catastrophe than the first one. Rather, it had to do above all with the fact that the utter delegitimation of German national history by the crimes of the Third Reich brought along with it a profound change for the political culture of the Federal Republic and a demilitarization of war commemoration. Now
this does not mean that World War I slipped into oblivion overnight starting in 1945. Under the banner of a strongly de-heroized commemoration of the victims of war (under the watchful eyes of the Allies), some forms of commemorating and memorializing discourse established after 1918 continued to have their appeal in German public opinion. As a consequence, the German victims of World War I initially could be integrated without difficulty into a wider narrative framework. That the VDK was successful in 1952 in reintroducing the “People’s Day of Mourning” (now dedicated to the “victims of both World Wars”) speaks volumes in view of the problematic history of the association.17

Yet this focusing on the German victims of the world wars within the context of the politics of public commemoration would not, however, continue. It ran up against (if nothing else) important legal trials (the Ulm Einsatzkommando trial in 1958, the Eichmann trial in 1961, and the Frankfurt Auschwitz Trials in 1963–65). The (West) German public (slowly) began to have a greater interest in the civilian victims of the German crimes in World War II. This was a process that proceeded in stages; ultimately, however, it was only with the onset of the “memory booms” (Jay Winter) in the 1980s and 1990s (which affected all Western societies) that led to the Holocaust gradually coming to dominate the Federal Republic’s culture of remembrance.18 Against this backdrop, the fallen soldiers of World War I and World War II only counted in a limited way as legitimate victims, that is, as victims with whom Germans of the 1990s could in any kind of way identify. In the demilitarized commemoration of the dead in the later period of the Bonn republic and the early part of the Berlin republic, there was little room left for them. Along with the fallen, World War I on the whole disappeared from German collective consciousness.


Even if World War I has still never come close to receiving a comparable memory culture status in Germany to that which it has in France or Great Britain, one nevertheless cannot fail to notice that in the last twenty years a rediscovery has taken place. One driving force of this, along with both the recent boom in genealogy or family history and developments in historical scholarship (which will be dealt with below), has been a perceptible shift in the way Germans have come to look at the sufferings of Germans in the bloody history of the twentieth century: these, to be sure, had never been totally absent from public discourse.19 Yet, the way in which they came to the fore in, for instance, Günter Grass’s novel Crabwalk and Jörg Friedrich’s book The Fire (on the sinking of a German
refugee ship in early 1945 and the allied bombing raids against German cities respectively)\(^{20}\) suggests a reconfiguration of German memory culture that indirectly allowed for the possibility of rediscovering the German soldiers of World War I and the horrors they endured fighting in the trenches.

That World War I, however, even in this recent and continuing phase, stands in the shadows of World War II is unmistakable. In 2004, when, in the context of the ninetieth anniversary of the outbreak of the war, a larger public interest in World War I began to stir once again, public perception pivoted primarily on the years 1914–18 as the “semitical catastrophe”\(^{21}\) of the twentieth century. That meant that World War I was assigned a place relative to the (greater) catastrophe of World War II, and consequently was primarily being perceived as the cradle of the “Third Reich.” Even though today there is hardly anything left of this perspectival narrowing, the most important public debates about World War I continue to be overlain with memory-culture issues that only in a limited way have to do with World War I itself. There is no other way to explain, at any rate, the really overpowering concentration on the war guilt question that in 2014 eclipsed all other aspects of the war. Similarly, albeit under reversed conditions in comparison to the Fischer controversy of the 1960s, this is how it went with the debate unleashed by Christopher Clark’s book *Sleepwalkers*, which at its core dealt not so much with the question of the concrete responsibility in the July crises but rather at an incomparably more fundamental level with the clarification of a key question of the memory culture: to what extent does the issue of guilt necessarily have to be center stage when considering German history in the latter nineteenth and early twentieth century? The discussion of Clark’s theses, which in wide circles within German public life were interpreted as an exculpation of the policies of the German Reich, resonated widely with the public. One might see here an indication of the advanced state of “normalization” in the way in which contemporary Germans look at their national history.

This new edition of the war guilt debate monopolized the media’s attention for all of 2014. Yet what should not be forgotten is that parallel to this, to an unprecedented degree, all imaginable aspects of World War I were being dealt with in books, exhibitions, lecture series, etc. What was especially remarkable was the number of exhibitions that dealt with the world war from a regional perspective or from the view of a particular city, doing so at a level that in many respects came “closer” to those living back then than did the large historical exhibitions on the general topic. If the impressive numbers of the Germany-wide program of exhibitions dealing with the topic came remarkably close to what one could find in
countries with a traditionally highly developed memory culture of World War I, there was still, of course, a crucial difference that delimited the boundaries of the German “rediscovery” of World War I: the great affective distance to the events in 1914–18 as reflected in, for example, the practically complete absence of a memory politics in the classic sense. Of course, in 2014, 2016, 2017, and 2018 members of the federal government, led by President Gauck, President Steinmeier and Chancellor Merkel, certainly did take part in various commemorative events, not without formulating a message that condemned war and reiterated the German commitment to European unity and integration. Yet tellingly, the major commemorative events they attended all took place abroad: in France, Belgium, and Great Britain. In Germany herself, there were few commemorative ceremonies in a narrower sense, the most important ones being those organized in the Bundestag. These included, on the one hand, the annual Volkstrauertag, which paid much more attention to World War I than usual. On the other hand, there were two ceremonies on 3 July 2014 and 9 November 2018 commemorating the beginning and the end of the war respectively. However, they did so in an idiosyncratic way: while the former proposed in fact a reflection on the last one hundred years of German history, where World War II occupied center stage, the latter was nearly exclusively concerned with the German revolution of 1918 and the birth of the Weimar Republic, barely mentioning the war leading up to it. Ultimately, this points to an important blank space in the German view of the world war: the far-reaching absence of an affective connection, of some form of identification with those who lived in 1914–18 (and in particular with the soldiers), something that conversely still lives on in other European countries. In the final analysis, the German rediscovery of World War I in recent years therefore is a historical one: World War I is (once again) seen as a key event in German history in the twentieth century. However, it does not occupy a central position in the Federal Republic’s memory culture.

The German World War I Historiography

The Historiography of the World War in the War Years 1914–18

The beginnings of German historiography about the world war date back to the years 1914–18, when not only university historians but also military historians, journalists, and interested private individuals took up the topic. Initially it was primarily the idea of gathering documentation on the war that contemporaries quite early on understood as earthshaking in its consequences. The urge to make sense of the events unfolding (and,
eventually, to contribute to the mobilization of civil society) resulted in the creation of numerous war collections all across the country. Museums, libraries, and archives were among the collectors, yet there were also private persons doing so. What is especially important for historiography is the “World War Library” (Weltkriegsbücherei) of Stuttgart entrepreneur Richard Franck, which after World War II was expanded into the “Library for Contemporary History” (Bibliothek für Zeitgeschichte), which still exists today. Just in 1917, the number of comparable collections reached two hundred in the German Empire; however, after the defeat the majority of these were not continued or were only reconstituted later on.

At the same time, professional as well as amateur historians attended to providing a first intellectual ordering of their contemporaneous experiences. The value of such materials was of course limited by the simple reason that they were required to adopt a subordinate role to the official propaganda and the censor. This was particularly the case for the semiofficial collection of documents and reports gathered between 1914 and 1919 under the title Der Europäische Krieg in aktenmäßiger Darstellung (The European War in Documentary Presentation). Even so, already in 1917, the Swiss publicist Hermann Stegemann penned the first edition (of what would be several) of a four-volume overview, which continued to enjoy great popularity among the German public into the 1930s.

For historiography at the academic level, World War I initially did not immediately become a topic for the simple reason that contemporary history at this point had not yet evolved into a recognized field in history as a discipline. Nevertheless, one should not overlook in this case that the Bonn historian Justus Hashagen already in 1915 had proffered the programmatically formulated title “Das Studium der Zeitgeschichte” (On the Study of Contemporary History) as an adequate counter to the efforts primarily of the English and French in this field. From his intervention one can draw a direct line to the “World War of Documents” in the 1920s and 1930s.

The fact that academic historiography did not at once engage with World War I, however, does not mean that German historians stood aside when the nation’s destiny seemed to be at stake: very much like their French or British counterparts, those historians that were too old to be mobilized immediately (e.g. the established representatives of the craft) offered to serve their nation as experts or as historically informed propagandists. In a “war of words,” they not only defended with numerous publications the German Reich’s invasion of Belgium, but they also provided historical arguments as to why the war that was raging well beyond Germany’s borders was in reality a “defensive war.”
As to the later paths of the academic World War I historiography, what is also significant is that many young historians who (either for a short while or for the whole course of the war) served as soldiers had experiences themselves that left a lasting imprint on their lives. Those were the years, Hans Herzfeld said much later, “in which we absorbed into ourselves most intensely and unconsecutably the external world.” Similar assessments are on hand from many other historians who served as soldiers at the front and who returned home with deeply furrowed faces. After the war, they contributed actively to the raging campaign against what were called the “war guilt articles.” How strongly and passionately they took up the fight against the signing of the “painful peace” of Versailles is indicated among others by the fact that the Königsberg historian Hans Rothfels, even after World War II, ascribed truly “traumatic effects” to the 1919 treaty of Versailles. Here lay a root cause for the broad campaign in which the German historians from two generations involved in World War I, from the fathers down to the children, were to take part.

World War I in the Historiography of the Interwar Period

To a historically unprecedented extent, the treaty of Versailles sought to legitimize the political demands of the victors (such as the demand for reparations or land concessions) by taking recourse in moral categories. While the famous “war guilt” article 231 did not contain the notion of guilt but rather that of responsibility, there can be little doubt as to the fact that most allied representatives at the Paris Peace Conference considered the Versailles treaty legitimate precisely because Germany seemed to have done more than any other European power to bring about war in 1914. The Allied note of 16 June 1919, where Germany was found guilty of having unilaterally fomented a war that was referred to as the biggest “crime against humanity” any nation pretending to be civilized had ever committed, illustrates this point. Consequently, this fostered a massive politicization of the war guilt discussion. For if the legitimacy of the imposed agreement was to be derived from German war guilt, then from the German point of view it was quite clear that a refutation of the war guilt thesis would support German efforts to amend the treaty. It was especially the German Foreign Office, the Auswärtiges Amt, that pinned its hopes rather high on an objective (or if nothing else, scientific) edition of relevant German sources from the prewar period. What followed was a series of source editions that were to play a central role both in the “documents war” during the interwar period and in the historiographic assessment of the central question of war guilt being discussed at the time. Its genesis also highlighted the measure to which any such scholarly pursuits about
the world war in the interwar period would inevitably be a highly political matter. The first of these editions, Karl Kautsky’s *Deutsche Dokumente zum Kriegsausbruch* (German Documents to the Outbreak of the War), was already in hand by March 1919. However, because of Kautsky’s leveling of sharp criticism at the “careless and rash” Reich government, its publication was initially thwarted by the government at the time. In its stead, the officials commissioned a further collecting of documents, which by the end of 1919 yielded the politically desired results. But the effort did not stop at that, for the Foreign Office commissioned a special report on war guilt tasked with systematically demonstrating Germany’s innocence for the world war. The most important result of all these efforts was the forty-volume compilation of documents *Große Politik der Europäischen Kabinette* (The Grand Politics of the European Cabinets), published by the orientalist Johannes Lepsius, the expert in international law Albrecht Mendelssohn Bartholdy, as well as the historian Friedrich Thimme. Irrespective of the overt political instrumentalization of this undertaking, Thimme was able to get the use of scholarly methods incorporated into the project and by so doing was consequently able to make sure that this edition provided a serious contribution to the “World War of Documents” that began in the 1920s. Although Thimme was guided to the very end by the thought that the publication of the files might more than anything else serve “to discredit the dogma of Germany’s sole guilt before the world,” he held out the hope (in order to dissociate it from the “stupidly chauvinistic emotions of the rightists”) that “we editors of the file material for once could grow into the role of the Aeropag for an understanding among nations.”

Thimme’s comments indicate that for him, as for the majority of German historians during the interwar years, providing arguments in favor of the revision of the Versailles treaty was by no means in contradiction with upholding rigorous scholarly standards. This is why he did not refrain from collaborating with the central German organ that in 1923 was at the forefront of work on the topic, namely, the journal *Die Kriegsschuldfrage* (The War Guilt Question), which then after 1929 was published under the title *Berliner Monatshefte*. He was not the only historian who provided academic credibility to a publication whose revisionist agenda was political rather than scholarly. Its publisher was the officer Alfred von Wegerer, who personally entered the public discussion in 1928 and then again in 1939 with major contributions on the war guilt question. Yet, these publications were aimed at a larger public; as far as the leading professional publications of historical scholarship in the interwar period (e.g. the *Historische Zeitschrift*) are concerned, only a few contributions appeared that dealt directly with this topic.
In fact, when it comes to publications with a (primarily) scholarly audience, the backing of the German revisionist stance proceeded more indirectly: what was being addressed were the longer-term causes of the war: the foreign policies and rivalries of the European powers in the years 1871–1914, or more abstractly, the inability of the European powers to integrate the emergent German Reich (with its problematic middle position) into the European framework of nations. The “dictate of Versailles,” this “negation of the historical existence of the German people” (Hermann Oncken) could in this view be interpreted as the result of an aggressive French policy toward the east reaching far back into history. Parallel to this, numerous studies appeared in the 1920s and 1930s that were supposed to provide a legitimation for both the creation of a “lesser German state” as well as the actual peace policy of Bismarck and his successors. Surely the most impressive example of this push is Erich Brandenburg’s book *Von Bismarck zum Weltkriege* (From Bismarck to the World War), published in 1924. For, although the author identified several issues on the part of the imperial leadership—short-sightedness, the absence of a plan, as well as both a lack of caution and any psychological understanding for the nature of the others—Brandenburg nevertheless came to the conclusion that the German side at no “point in time wanted the war or worked to bring it about.” Many of his colleagues argued in a similar vein, but it was no coincidence that in doing so they mostly reverted to Bismarck and his foreign policy. This could in every respect (especially among the younger specialists) go hand in hand with a marked critique of the domestic policies of the founder of the empire. However, the idea that German policies in any way bore a special guilt for triggering the world war was categorically rejected across the board. The bottom line is, in any case, not to be missed: consequent to the impression left by the war and the defeat, contemporary history (understood as the history of the years 1871–1914) experienced an extraordinary upswing. The objective/scholarly emphasis on the longer-term causal chain that ultimately led to war surely contributed in this context to the fact that within the international (especially Anglo-Saxon) discussion of war guilt in the late 1920s and early 1930s, a “comfortable consensus” about a shared guilt was slowly able to gain acceptance. This shared view, which actually largely incorporated the German position, ultimately undermined the legitimacy of the Versailles agreement (and in this, the calculation of the German propaganda about its innocence proved successful).

As with the question of war guilt, German university historians also initially noticeably abstained from scholarly appraisal of World War I as such, ceding the field instead to other authors and institutions. Among these, one group was composed of the “general staff historians” who set...
about (supported by the “Reich archives” first made available in 1920) to compile a collection of both official and private documents from the war years. The fruits of their efforts appeared between 1925 and 1944 (and were supplemented in 1956 with two additional parts), bringing it to a total of fourteen volumes. Its approach very clearly breathed the tradition of the Prussian General Staff Reports from the nineteenth century. Although interviews with all kinds of witnesses and even modern approaches (e.g., allowing, in places, dramatic narratives) found their way into this and further ventures, what prevailed in the depictions was a narrow military history view and the guiding aim: defend the “honor of the German army.”

Along the same lines there is the ten-volume illustrated account Der Große Krieg (The Great War), compiled between 1921 and 1933 by the military author and retired lieutenant general Max Schwarte, as well as other multivolume series such as Der große Krieg in Einzeldarstellungen (The Great War in Individual Accounts) or Schlachten des Weltkriegs—1924–1930 (Battles of the World War), which, with their unique mixing of military history and belles-lettres, served primarily to satisfy the desire that former combatants had to recall the events. The success of the Battles series (on average forty thousand were sold per issue) shows that the calculus it used proved successful: leave behind the high hill of the field marshal in favor of the visual axis of the simple war participant. Especially well received by the public were four volumes from the pen of the author and former reserve lieutenant on the Western Front, Werner Beumelburg: Douaumont (1923), Ypern 1914 (1924), Loretto (1925) und Flandern 1917 (1927).

The reticence of the university historians certainly can be explained by their pronounced unease (shared with international colleagues) at any attempt to write an instant contemporary history, which was always fraught with the danger of a treading upon political terrain. This was an experience that was in no way limited to those scholars/historians who participated in the source editions about the prewar period mentioned above. In fact, there was another aspect of the war that was arguably even more politicized: the question as to why the German army had lost the war. Historians participating in this debate, for example, when testifying in their role as experts before the inquiry committee of the Reichstag on the causes of defeat, were aware of the political implications any public statement would inevitably have. Among them were Hans Delbrück, who opposed the nascent “stab-in-the-back legend” and military historian Martin Hobohm, who submitted a critical essay on the “Soziale Heeresmißstände als Teilursache des deutschen Zusammenbruchs” (Social Injustices in the Army as a Partial Cause of the German Collapse),
denouncing quite sharply the misconduct (from his own experience) of the military leadership as well as its treatment of the soldiers. He linked this with the thesis that the resulting moral collapse gave rise among the troops to both a delegitimization of the state as well as the command apparatus.43 Hans Herzfeld made an argument diametrically opposed to Hobohm’s thesis in his study about Die deutsche Sozialdemokratie und die Auflösung der nationalen Einheitsfront im Weltkriege (German Social Democracy and the Dissolution of the National United Front in the World War): had it not been for the “conscious work of the revolutionary drivers,” the passive discontent among the people would hardly have spilled into a revolutionary “rebellion against the national struggle for existence.” Therefore, the “collapse of the national unity front,” in his view, constituted a decisive factor in the German defeat. Herzfeld was supplying a dressed-up scholarly version of the “stab-in-the-back” cover story, which had circulated in various versions in German public life since the end of 1918.44

At the same time, there were also some substantively and methodologically innovative works by German historians as well as representatives from other academic disciplines. Revealingly, these emerged primarily from the context of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, the American foundation that commissioned a series of studies about the German Empire.45 Among them were principally investigations of the economic and social issues of World War I, especially issues about the availability of food (August Skalweit), about criminality in Germany during the war (Moritz Liepmann), or about the intellectual and moral consequences of the world war (Otto Baumgarten). However, these hardly received any attention within the German scientific community. In 1933, the National Socialist seizure of power in the German Reich prevented a continuation of these kinds of approaches, which would not be taken up again until the 1970s or 1980s.

The Historiography of World War I in the National Socialist Period

Because in the Weimar period only a few historians from academic historical scholarship had pledged themselves to the republic, the National Socialist authorities hardly encountered any difficulties after 1933 when they transferred to the historiography of World War I the task of creating an intellectual basis for mental mobilization. What played an important role in the historians’ relationship to the new regime was the fact that the prolonged struggles in large parts of Eastern Europe after 1918 had increased the historians’ willingness to integrate ethnic (völkisch) ideas and even the principles of eugenics and racial perspectives into the canon.
of the history curriculum. It was primarily the younger representatives of the German historiographical community who had academic positions at what were called “borderland universities” (among them, for example, was Erich Keyser in Danzig) who became involved in such trends even back in the 1920s. After the NS dictatorship was entrenched, the expansion of such regional research communities followed as a consequence, with their goal being (among other things) to culturally reclaim for Germaness those parts of the empire that had been severed off after World War I.

The instrumental character during the Third Reich of the historical research into World War I also manifested itself in other places. For example, the Reich Institute for the History of the New Germany (Reichsinstitut für die Geschichte des Neuen Deutschlands—started in 1935 under the direction of Walter Frank) specified as one of three research foci the topic “Political Leadership in the World War,” intending to provide proof that “a political leadership which was growing increasingly weaker” had indeed pulled the “winning army” into the abyss. That in this way the hymn of praise for the absolute Führer state was to be sung is obvious. In other university disciplines as well, the experiences of World War I played a significant role during this period. It was especially the newly created defense sciences (Wehrwissenschaften) that promised to draw from the years 1914–18 the correct lessons for the war of the future.

In this regard, another noteworthy phenomenon surfaced: under the influence of the “successful” NS foreign policy, the historians who had for many years remained silent about their personal war experiences now began to openly recall these moments that they had experienced at such important stages of their own lives. In the aftermath of the remilitarization of the Rhineland and then above all in the wake of the Anschluss of Austria in March 1938, several of them even fell into a veritable euphoria. Wilhelm Schüssler in Berlin said in this connection that this was the concluding moment in the great German revolution “that began in 1914 and which now makes us the ultimate victors of the World War.” Similar tendencies show up in the contemporaneous comments of the historians Hermann Aubin, Siegfried Kaehler and Hans Herzfeld. Herzfeld even sought in 1934–35 to study the world war as “an introductory phase of a European world revolution”; however, as a Jewish historian he had to abandon this undertaking when he was ousted from his position.

Irrespective of many reasons to balk, the cross-generational endorsements of the NS regime by many historians increased even further after the victory of the German army over France in July 1940. Even Friedrich Meinecke allowed himself to get caught up in the excitement. In a letter to his colleague Siegfried Kaehler at the beginning of July 1940, he
commented: “Joy, amazement, and pride in this army, surely must pre-
dominate even for me. And the recovery of Strasburg! How could that
not stir one’s blood!” The same was true for Gerhard Ritter, who at this
stage lost for a while his critical distance toward the NS state. Under
the influence of the battles of World War II, he began to plumb more
deply what was for him the basic question of the relationship of politics
and warfare. With this as the starting point, from the middle of 1940 on,
he developed the central question of his later four-volume work, Staat-
kunst und Kriegshandwerk (The Sword and the Scepter), which at its core
confronted the issue of the relationship of political and military thought,
going from the power politics of Frederick the Great through World War I
and up to the end of the German Reich in 1945. Admittedly, the volumes
of The Sword and the Scepter (in which Ritter brought together a summary
of his historical analyses of World War I), were not published until the
middle of the 1950s, and (as it turned out) by the end of that same decade
they ended up as part of the debate over Fritz Fischer’s theses of the Ger-
man “grab for world power.”

World War I Historiography in the Early Federal Republic (1945–64)
The scholarly engagement with World War I (that is to say, with the cen-
tral question about the causes of the war) was distinguished initially after
1945 by its noticeable continuity. While individual voices beginning in
the 1950s made their presence felt (such as the Marburg historian Ludwig
Dehio, who presented a critical portrayal of the Wilhelmine foreign pol-
icy and its efforts at hegemony in Europe), nevertheless, at a fundamen-
tal level, hardly anything changed in the apologetically directed, general
evaluation of German policies during the prewar period. In fact, German
historians were confident enough to think that a consensus could be
reached in principle even at an international level. Thus, in his opening
address to the twentieth German Historians’ Convention in Munich in
September 1949, Gerhard Ritter could speak (not without pride) of the
“worldwide success of the German theses” in the discussion of war guilt.
Interestingly, in his opus magnum published a few years later, The Sword
and the Scepter, Ritter was definitely not stingy in his criticism of Ger-
man militarism (of Ludendorff’s role in particular), and he raised a wealth
of topics that were often not pursued until later by historical research
(among them, for example, the questions about the militarization of the
economy, the role of the deportation of Belgian workers, and the conflicts
in German domestic policy in 1917 as well as morale on the home front).
Nevertheless, he left no doubt about the fact that there was no room to
talk of the Reich government having had a special guilt in the July crisis.
The first pointed calling into question of this consensus actually came from the Hamburg historian Fritz Fischer. With vigor, in his 1961 book *Griff nach der Weltmacht* (*Germany’s Aims in the First World War*), Fischer proposed the thesis that Germany held a principal share in the blame for World War I. On top of that, he suggested that in his eyes there had been a broad continuity in the German efforts at expansion and hegemony reaching from the nineteenth century through to the Third Reich. In the course of the debate, he sharpened this position further and in the end espoused the provocative thesis that the German Reich leadership had already (after what was called the “war council” held on 8 December 1912) worked single-mindedly toward a European war.

The Fischer controversy proceeded to develop (until its high point in 1964) into a pivotal dispute in historical scholarship and was to a great extent argued out in the public realm, counting even today as one of the great turning points not only of historical scholarship but also of the history-culture in the Federal Republic. From Fritz Fischer’s point of view, this was a crisis in fundamental principles in which nothing less was at stake than the “meaning and role of historical research” in general. His scholarly opponents, conversely, believed that Fischer’s thesis might well provoke a “national catastrophe,” and so they saw it as valid to use any means to counter to it. The critical conception of history represented by Fischer collided with the image of the established departmental chairs around Ritter, in whose view, even after 1945, historical scholarship still had a national duty to fulfill.

Now, after an interval of several decades, one can say that Fischer (to his abiding credit) heralded with his book a long-overdue change in direction in West Germany, one that brought an end to what to that point had been the predominant German-national apologia. The political dimensions of the controversy came to the fore for the wider public when a trip to the United States that Fischer was planning turned into a political issue because of an inept intervention by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Back then, leading West German politicians and journalists (among them Chancellor Erhard and Foreign Minister Schröder) insinuated themselves in the debate, something that lent the controversy an additional political dimension. What had long-term importance for historiography was that Fischer’s thesis in a (to be sure) toned-down form found its way both into general accounts of World War I and into schoolbooks. Yet, even more significantly, however, was its role in the genesis and emergence of the concept of the so-called “special path” (*Sonderweg*) that was being promoted up into the 1990s: a hardly uncontroversial but broadly accepted negative master narrative. If up until the Fischer controversy the Third Reich had largely been held to be something like an accident in German
history, explainable by the defeat of 1918 and the world economic crisis, what now came more strongly into view were the longer-term continuities in German history running from the Bismarck Reich through the Third Reich. This change in perspective can in many respects be recognized as the premise adopted by historical scholarship from out of which the National Socialist crimes would gradually come to occupy a defining place in the history culture of the Federal Republic.

**West-German Social and Cultural History and World War I (1964–2000)**

During the Fischer controversy, Fischer had never relented from advocating an economic and social history approach to World War I, even if he himself only engaged in that kind of history in a limited way. In reality, both his works, *Germany’s Aims in the First World War* and *War of Illusions*, were in the final analysis political history works in classical tailoring. And even after the Fischer controversy, it still took some more time until World War I was more closely studied from the perspective of economic and social history. As often happens, impulses from abroad were important for this. What had a significant influence in this regard was the study by the American historian Gerald D. Feldman about the interactions and connections between the military, the industry, and labor. In it he revealed, on the one hand, the complex network of state and private business enterprises in the German Empire during World War I and, on the other hand, the causes for the economic collapse. A few years after that, the Bielefeld historian Jürgen Kocka, with his book about the German wartime society as a class society, complemented Feldman’s view. With recourse to new methods of “historical social science” being discussed at the time, Kocka’s *Klassengesellschaft im Krieg* (Class society at war) works through the growing inequality among the classes in the war years and designates this as the determinative reason why in the ranks of the organized workforce, but also in the middle-class strata, social protests increased during the course of the war, ultimately culminating in the revolutionary period of 1918–1919. Although Kocka was not spared the accusation that his focus on social and economic historical issues had far too much left the event of the war itself to fade from sight, one should not overlook that his foundational study was a milestone for getting a grasp on the social situation on the German home front and thus opening up the field for subsequent studies of, for example, the difficult situation with supplying food for the German populace during the war.

Although it was completed considerably later, the *Capital Cities at War* project headed by Jay Winter und Jean-Louis Robert should also be
mentioned in this context. With its account of the socioeconomic and demographic developments in the three capital cities London, Paris, and Berlin, it had a strong influence on the international World War I-historiography. Especially the first volume that appeared in 1997, which was clearly rooted in a social history tradition, even if the cultural history paradigm had obviously been fully integrated.63

Kocka’s *Klassengesellschaft* notwithstanding, during the 1970-1990-period, World War I never came to occupy a prominent place in the German variant of social history, where social historians of the Bielefeld School were more concerned with the structural deficiencies of Bismarck’s Germany than with the contingencies of World War I and its impact on German national history. However, important impulses went out from social history to inspire the everyday- and cultural history (*Alltags- und Kulturgeschichte*) that started to emerge at the end of the 1970s, and that quickly maneuvered into an opposing position vis-à-vis the Bielefeld-based social history. Claiming that the quantitative approach of historical social sciences ultimately failed to understand the war and the way it left a deep imprint on all European societies, historians started to emphasize the importance of taking into account the individual war experiences of both the soldiers and the civilians.64 In this regard, groups of sources that had previously long been neglected (such as letters from the front, diaries, but also newspapers for the front and for soldiers, as well as picture postcards and photographs) now became the target of historical research.65 If initially the appeal for an everyday history served as a peg for the new movement, subsequently, in the wake of the linguistic turn and the emergence of new subdisciplines such as gender and cultural history, additional new perspectives moved into the purview of historical research. Ute Daniel presented an especially important product of these efforts in her 1989 study on the situation of women workers as part of wartime society. She is invoked here as representative of a gradually emerging fusion of social-, cultural-, and mentality-historical interpretive approaches.66

This overview of the 1970s and 1980s that saw, as we have said, a diversification of approaches to World War I, would not be complete without mentioning the works of Wilhelm Deist, who as a military historian at the Military History Research Office (Militärgeschichtliche Forschungsanstalt) and later on as its scientific director was a key advocate of the introduction of social and, later, cultural history methodologies into military history. In his own research, he was particularly interested in the interdependencies and interactions between the state, the military, and society.67 In his most widely received and still enduring contributions, he reexamined the German defeat of 1918, politically a very sensible question during the interwar years that had somewhat receded to
the background after 1945. In this context, he was able to demonstrate
to what extent the German admiralty had actually considered sacrificing
the German fleet in a desperate and pointless final battle even after the
collapse of the army on the Western Front had become obvious, thereby
casting a more positive light on the actions of the mutineers who had pre-
vented this battle from taking place.\textsuperscript{68} His concept of a “covert military
strike” (\textit{verdeckter Militärstreik}) proved even more important, describing
the way many German soldiers acted in the war’s final stages.\textsuperscript{69} According
to Deist, after the failure of the German spring offensive of 1918 and the
beginning of Allied offensive operations in July 1918, up to one million
German soldiers refused to return to the front line, considering that the
war was lost. Deist’s “covert military strike” argument was a forceful re-
buttal of whatever remnants of the “stab-in-the-back” legend there might
have been. That the war was lost militarily, and that it was defeat that
caused revolution (and not the other way around), is a well-established
interpretation that has not been contested ever since, even if some recent
scholarship has proposed an alternative reading of some aspects of the
German army’s disintegration during autumn 1918. By insisting on the
supposedly orderly character of German surrender and by suggesting that
German soldiers have in fact been led to surrender by their disillusioned
officers, Alexander Watson, for instance, has put forward a less chaotic
narrative, suggesting that German soldiers did actually follow their offi-
cers’ orders up to the very end.\textsuperscript{70} Most German historians, however, are
not convinced by this re-reading of the German military defeat.\textsuperscript{71}

Since the 1990s, the concept of “war culture” (\textit{Kriegskultur}/\textit{culture de
guerres}) has sprung up, having been developed particularly by a group
of historians working together at the Centre international de recherche
de l’Historial de la Grande Guerre. Even though the concept \textit{culture de
guerre} has not become centrally important in Germany (differently than
in French historiography),\textsuperscript{72} what is unmistakable are the impulses com-
ing from France leading to an initially tentative but then quickening shift
in direction in German historiography toward a broadly understood cul-
tural history of World War I. This analytic shift toward culture, under-
stood as an ensemble of all meaning-giving operations with which the
people living through 1914–18, collectively as well as individually, found
legitimacy for their actions and located their different levels of experi-
ences in a larger context, has also proved itself in the German context to
be decidedly productive, and in the 1990s it led to a veritable rediscovery
of the war. It was especially a series of anthologies in the Library for Con-
temporary History that had a pronounced influence on the dynamization
of cultural history, since they showed that engaging with the war experi-
ences of the people living at the time is indeed a \textit{conditio sine qua non} for
an understanding of World War I.\textsuperscript{73} That with this there would never be a loss of a social history sensibility was (in addition to other things) to the credit of Benjamin Ziemann, who (especially in his important research on the war experience in rural Bavaria) pointed out that throughout the whole of the war period, preexisting social-cultural milieus had had a special importance in the construction of soldierly (and civilian) interpretive frameworks; the experiential realities, for example, of a Protestant war volunteer from Berlin had little to do with that of a Catholic farmer from Bavaria.\textsuperscript{74}

The cultural turn and the methodological empathy connected with this also had consequences for the research field dealing with the causes of the war, which had not suddenly ceased to exist because of the Fischer controversy and the critical view of German policies in the July crisis that had prevailed in the 1970s. Wolfgang J. Mommsen was in this context the first who assumed the presence of “unspoken assumptions” (James Joll) among those German elites who were in decision-making roles; in a remarkably influential essay he worked out the “topos of an unavoidable war” and showed how the war discourse in public opinion led the Reich leadership to view with increasing pessimism their prospects for being able to avoid a war in the long term.\textsuperscript{75} This finding was quite compatible with an overall critical view of the German policies in the summer of 1914, but it stood to some extent at odds with the image outlined by Fischer of a German Empire unleashing a war in a Machiavellian move for the purpose of fulfilling its expansionist goals. All in all, Mommsen occupied himself intensively with the war guilt issue in a broader sense. This, in fact, was a connecting link for the “Mommsen School,” to which Gerd Krumeich belonged, along with Stig Förster, Gerhard Hirschfeld and Holger Afflerbach, some of the leading German World War I experts of their generation.\textsuperscript{76} By taking seriously the subjective expectation horizon of the German decision makers in the July crisis, they nuanced Fischer’s thesis substantially. Belonging to this subjective plane (in addition to the topos of the inevitability of war), there was most notably the encirclement syndrome, which, along with the idea that Germany would not be able to handle Russia militarily in a few years, led to an equally fatalistic as well as fatal better-now-than-never state of mind. Now with this insight, the German vabanque policies in the July crisis seem in essence to have been defensively motivated.\textsuperscript{77} It would go too far afield to deal further with this discussion, in which, starting in the 1980s, important works about others of the warring powers have also played a significant role.\textsuperscript{78} What is interesting here is that Mommsen’s intellectual trajectory reveals much about the status of World War I in German historiography in general: Mommsen’s perspective on World War I was initially limited to the
causes of the war, and this was also true in the final analysis for those of his “disciples,” such as Gerd Krumeich, who in the 1990s played such an important role in implementing a cultural history perspective on the German war experiences. As to the war years themselves, it was not until relatively late that Mommsen researched and/or published about them. In a certain sense, one sees here in microcosm what during this phase in general was true for the scholarly engagement with World War I, namely that (however it was conceived methodologically) it only emerged slowly from out of the shadow of the war guilt question that had overshadowed everything up until the 1990s. That this process still has not yet ended would be seen on the occasion of the centenary in 2014.

**Outlook on Current Research Trends**

Since the turn of the century and especially in the context of the centenary, the research dynamic that prevailed until the end of the 1990s has confirmed its strength, such that a general sense of continuity predominates.

**Recent Developments in the Cultural History of the War**

What should be mentioned first is the ongoing dominance of cultural history. It has continued to grapple with the soldierly plane of experience, but beyond that it has opened up new fields of research, turning its attention to prisoners of war, disabled war veterans, war youth, women’s war experiences, and even refugees and deportees. In particular, a special emphasis has been placed on violence against civilian populations. Of tremendous importance in that context was the large-scale study on the German wartime atrocities by John Horne and Alan Kramer, which for the first time carefully investigated the violent practices of the German army in its advance through France and Belgium, with around six thousand civilians falling victim to it. This has opened up an examination of World War I war crimes in general and provided important impulses for the German discussion about the connection between World War I and World War II, which in the context of the ninetieth anniversary of the war’s outbreak could be classified under various headings: “seminal catastrophe,” “the second Thirty Years’ War” or even “the Age of World Wars.” Roughly at the same time, this question was also at the heart of Vejas G. Liulevicius’s research on German occupation policies in Eastern Europe. Analyzing the policies of conquest and colonization conceived and implemented in the context of the military state of Ober-Ost (Su-
supreme Command of German Forces in the East and at the same time the territory it controlled), he pointed to the continuity between imperial space utopias from 1914–18 and those of 1939–45, and described Ober-Ost as a laboratory for the National Socialist Lebensraum policies. Liulevičius’s far-reaching conclusions spurred further research and are thus an important milestone in the way the German (and international) community has come to reflect on the way the world wars are connected. More recent studies, however, tend to stress the important dissimilarities and discontinuities between the two German wartime occupations of Eastern Europe, in particular when it comes to ideology and the level of ideologically motivated violence.83

The single most important stimulus for the intensification of research on the causal links leading from World War I to World War II, however, goes back to the 1990s, when George Mosse coined a key term for this discussion, developing his thesis of a long-term, fateful “brutalization” of World War I soldiers—and especially of German veterans—brought about by the specific circumstances they encountered in trench warfare. According to Mosse, four years of killing and fear of being killed had led many (and especially the younger combatants) to a permanent cult of violence that made their return to civilian life impossible and led to their involvement first with the Freikorps and later with the paramilitary units of the extreme right. Their readiness for violence, their “attitude of mind derived from the war,” had prevented for the long term any kind of “cultural demobilization” (John Horne) and poisoned the political culture of the interwar period.84

Swift opposition arose to Mosse’s sweeping conjecture of a linear development from war experiences in the trenches to the collapse of the Weimar Republic. As a consequence, what was correctly emphasized was that the reintegration of the “front soldiers” who were returning home was a relatively smooth process,85 and that the uprooted civilian war volunteers and the Freikorps fighters, who are at the center of Mosse’s analysis, generally were a quantitatively negligible phenomenon. The bulk of the soldiers returning home had in no way been brutalized by the war,86 and if it came nevertheless to a brutalization of the political culture, then the causes for that should be sought less so in the war experiences than in the circumstances of the defeat or in the multiple experiences of violence in the postwar period.87

In view of these quite legitimate objections, it is not surprising that the brutalization thesis in its narrow version (barbarization of soldiers during wartime deployment) was rejected relatively quickly. Mosse’s position, however, should not be reduced to this narrow interpretation of the brutalization thesis; for Mosse, the brutalization was a discursive,
memory-culture phenomenon in whose middle point stood the mediation, multiplication, and transformation of war experiences through the media into a central myth during the Weimar years that “provided nationalism with some of its most effective postwar myths and symbols.”88 With this he was setting the focus on the “imaginative interpretation and . . . appropriation of history in a medium of identity-supporting narratives,” which, according to Aleida Assmann, are central for memory history.89 This inspired (directly or indirectly) a large wave of research works about the memory culture of the world war as lived during the interwar period. These were starting to be published after the turn of the century and, among other things, also inquired into the political importance of World War I–related myths during the rise of National Socialism and the consolidation of NS rule.90 In this context, the social range of the central interpretive framework of the National Socialist discourse about the world war in the polarized Weimar public sphere continues to be controversial. While Benjamin Ziemann, for example, in his works on the Social Democratic memory culture, emphasizes the relative resistance against the inroads of a heroic interpretive culture, Thomas Kühne and others, on the other hand, underscore more so the common areas in memory culture (especially after the seizure of power) that worked at system stabilization.91 This discussion has certainly not ended; however, in general it seems apparent that the large gain in legitimacy the National Socialists drew out of an “imaginative re-fashioning of the ideas of public order derived from the World War”92 is increasingly being recognized in the cultural historiography about the Weimar Republic.

Beyond the boom of memory history, the cultural history of the world war has dedicated itself as well to other research fields, reproducing diverse “turns” from international cultural historiography in general, for example, the “spatial turn,” the “animal turn,” or even the “material turn.”93 Deserving mention here are especially the recent works from Christoph Nübel, who focused himself in a methodologically innovative way on the space of the Western Front or the manifold space-human person interactions, distinguishing among them three “layers of space,” three forms of epistemic access: the (geographical) “surroundings,” the (tactical as well as operational military) “terrain,” and the (aesthetic) “landscape.” Rainer Pöppinghege is another researcher who considered the place of animals in the cultural economics of the total war.94 There are as well the many works about regional history—expressive of a strong history activism “from below”—that appeared in the anniversary year; given their focus and ambitions, these must be assigned to the genre of cultural history works.95 In view of the fact that the microformat of city or region actually presents a wonderful exploratory field for experimenting on “total his-
tory” that could bring together different cultural, social, and economic history approaches (as Roger Chickering has shown in his monumental study about Freiburg during World War I96), this is something one has to regret.

Something New for an Old Question? From the Problematic of War Guilt to Revisionist Tendencies in German Historiography

Looking at the research literature about the one-hundred-year-old issue of war guilt, or (as one says more appropriately today) the responsibility for the outbreak of the war, it is once again striking that continuity is what prevails. It does so in three respects: for one, the sheer number of works about this topic that have appeared since 2000 clearly attests to the fact that from the German point of view the issue of the causes of the war continues to be the most important single question.97 Secondly, one is struck by the fact that what continues to dominate the genre are the relatively classical diplomatic and political history works. Thirdly, the revisionist or relativist dynamic, which was already looming before the turn of the century, has persisted or even gotten stronger. After the publication of a series of works that plainly cast a more critical light than previous studies on the Austrian, Russian, French, or British policies of the prewar period, a revisionist wave clearly built up before the centenary.98 Other works also contributed to this, calling into question several long-established certitudes about the expectation horizon of people living during that period by pointing out detente tendencies in the immediate prewar period and counterposing to the “topos of the inevitable war” the “topos of an improbable war.”99 After that it was not long until 2013/2014 when an avalanche of new publications about World War I descended upon the scholarly and interested public. In Christopher Clark’s Sleepwalkers (published in English in 2012 and in German in 2013), the revisionism of the previous decades strengthened so successfully that the book absolutely has to be considered as the international bestseller of the centenary. What certainly played a significant role in explaining its popularity among its German readers was the book’s emphatic claim that one should cease with the “blame game,” developing the idea that the German Empire had in no way done more to lead to the outbreak of the war than any of the other European powers.

What has been almost lost from sight is that other historians under the influence of this renewed debate have maintained the view that the German emperor, and Chancellor Bethmann Hollweg, along with their military advisors, had definitely judged the constellation of factors in July as perhaps the last best opportunity to initiate a war under not completely
unfavorable conditions. Methodologically speaking, many of the recent debates even seemed to be a step backward, such that what had already been achieved (not only the synoptic view of foreign and domestic political connections but also the influence of perceptions and mentalities) once again fell from view. On balance, the discussion about Clark’s book without a doubt shone a bright light on reinvigorated tendencies in German historical scholarship toward a national consciousness. In many ways, one might even speak of a certain upswing in apologetical theses. So, for example, the vehemence is remarkable with which some German authors are currently demanding a reappraisal of the German atrocities in 1914. Breaking with the prevailing consensus, these authors argue that the excessive German violence against the Belgian and French civilian populations in the summer of 1914 was in fact a reaction to an irregular franc-tireur war (especially by the Belgian side), and so the excesses have to be understood in this context. They take particular aim at the standard reference work on the topic, German Atrocities by Horne and Kramer, which argues that friendly fire and a downright franc-tireur psychosis combined to make German soldiers believe they were dealing with irregular troops, and this mistaken belief then triggered brutal retaliation. This view is attacked with a stridency that appears totally exaggerated and indeed can only be understood against the backdrop of shifts in the ambient German memory culture.

It is for the time being not possible to foresee exactly to what extent the revisionist currents apparent here (and in no way supported just by German historians) will unfold in the years to come. It might have seemed plausible to think that after the “war guilt” question, other sensitive questions concerning the last year of the war as well as the peace treaties of 1919/1920 would be subjected to review. However, for the time being, there is not much evidence for this. As far as the Versailles treaty is concerned, a new wave of publications has certainly been building in the last months of 2018. The main interpretation of the treaty as certainly imperfect but in many ways the best compromise people not benefitting from hindsight could agree upon (and surely in no way responsible for the rise of Nazism in Germany) that is well established in Anglo-Saxon historiography since at least twenty years remains uncontested. Also, the decidedly negative assessment of the radical German expansionist policies, which after 1917 were increasingly determined by the Supreme Army Command (Oberste Heeresleitung or OHL), has not been called into question. The strategic mistakes of the military leadership supported by a national hubris and military arrogance are all too apparent, and they surely contributed their share to a totalizing of the war and to maneuvering the German Empire militarily and politically into a blind alley. Yet,
a few recently published works that describe this policy in its complex inter-German but also European contexts, in which the German military officers were by no means the only (nor always the decisive) acteurs, definitely suggest that a broadening view of this sort could lead to a shifting of accents that would situate German policy more strongly in a European norm (however that is defined in detail) than has been the case up to this point.107

Further Trends

The points covered here are by no means all of the more recent developments in German research on World War I. It is worthwhile noting, for instance, that our understanding of the German perspective on the war has been considerably furthered by several recent biographies of German key figures: Military leaders such as von der Goltz, Hindenburg, Ludendorff, Moltke and Tirpitz have been subject to close scholarly scrutiny, not to mention the Emperor himself, whose influence on the course of German policy continues to be debated.108 It is also striking that traditional military history (more strongly attended to in the Anglo-Saxon world) has experienced a palpable renaissance since the turn of the century. This does not mean just the “new” military history modernized by the adoption of the theoretical approaches of social and cultural science, which in the meantime arrive dressed up as an integrated social history of the war, but definitely also classical battle history dealing (among other things) with operations, weaponry, military efficiency, etc.109 In this context, quite a controversy surrounded recent interpretations of the Schlieffen Plan, whose very existence was called into question by an American military historian. However, as important as this controversy might have appeared in the 2000s, it seems obvious now that it has not changed the prevailing historiographic narrative that considered the German war plan (and the tight temporal constraints it imposed on German decision making) to be a major factor in the escalation leading to war in any significant way.110 Over the course of this renaissance there has been a rediscovery of some lesser-known sectors of the front, which in German historiography had long ago faded into obscurity. Once again the changed political context played an important role here: in the wake of the gradual integration of several countries of east and east-middle Europe into the European Union, the field of vision of German historiography likewise expanded to the east, bringing with it studies about the long-“forgotten” fronts of the war in the east.111

A last point that should be addressed here has a cross-sectional character: without any doubt, internationality (that is to say, the everyday
functioning of international research teams and networks) has been one of the essential concomitants of the developments in the last twenty years. That German research on World War I appreciates a special additional benefit from this is shown particularly in the fact that the largest and most ambitious international World War I project (the English-language online encyclopedia 1914-1918-online under the leadership of Oliver Janz) is at its institutional core a German project. This internationalization of networks correlates in recent times with the rising attention being given (in Germany as well) to the colonial and global dimensions of World War I. While English and French historians had already opened up this field back in the 1970s in the wake of the newly arisen Imperial History, this was only much later the case in Germany (that is to say, in German historiography), occurring against the backdrop of differently positioned colonial/postcolonial tradition.\textsuperscript{112}

Lately, in addition to the worldwide reach of the battles between 1914 and 1918 (all the way to China and South America), the multifaceted repercussions of the war on the world order have been considered.\textsuperscript{113} In its systematic regard, the issue that once again came into view was the extent to which and over what channels the war in Europe connected with war events beyond Europe or whether actually much more can be made out of the developments outside of Europe actually having critical repercussions on the governments and populations of the European colonial powers.\textsuperscript{114} Although an insistent entanglements history of all these phenomena is still outstanding, the new studies from the jubilee year have the advantage that their analysis of the global dimension is no longer merely limited to point-by-point treatments. Much more so they are strongly turning their view not only toward the territorial spread of the war events, the recruiting of overseas soldiers and workforces, but also to the repercussions of the world war on the imperial metropolises themselves. And on the same level with these, there are new contributions about the propaganda of the Central Powers against the Entente as well as extensive studies about the history of the world war in Africa and in Asia.\textsuperscript{115}

The core findings from these developments have in the meantime also flowed into the large German-language syntheses of World War I. The synoptic accounts from Oliver Janz and Jörn Leonhard, both widely accepted works, do pursue a pronounced global history approach, clearly indicating the topicality of this strategy.\textsuperscript{116} Over and above this, binational accounts about the history of the world war have in the meantime led to the breaking up of long-frozen national perspectives.\textsuperscript{117} Whether, however, the three metanarratives of a nonmilitary and nonnational as well as transnational historiography will actually determine the future World War I historiography (as recently postulated by Iris Rachamimov) appears
by all means an open question in view of recent developments toward a re-
nationalization of political cultures and also of academic communities.118
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